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Abstract

The purpose of this paper is to present and analyse the further developments of Eurosmobil’s open source Java ME mobile games (a fishing, a soccer and an esoteric game). We discuss the Socceral Force Applet 11 for Football(er) Simulation Markup Language. These are specific further development of the soccer game. These open source games in question are MIDP 2.0 / CLDC 1.0 and 1.1 applications that were created within the framework of business activities by a Hungarian mobile game developer company, called Eurosmobil. At the present time, in the framework of a project TAMOP granted by the Hungarian National Office for Research and Technology, we are working on a lecture notebook to ensure that education could use these open source games successfully. The opportunities for further developments are also detailed in that book.
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1. Introduction

It is not a well known fact that Minix was a precursor of the open source movement [1], in the sense that it was the first software which was released in the form of source code [2]. Since then, the open source development model has become a paradigm. For example, Gartner said in its prediction [3] that the majority of the commercial software programs will contain open source parts in the near future. It is already a revolution in which either of us can participate. All we simply have to do is release our work under an appropriate open license. In the framework of the author’s PhD dissertation [5], we were going to open the source of some mobile games of Eurosmobil, we were about to join this revolution.

But some difficulties and confusion have been experienced regarding the usage of open source in education. For example, when teaching the Operating System in
the University of Debrecen, we are using the famous book [1] mentioned above. We have several examples and tasks [4] where we have modified the macro \texttt{CopyMess} in the \texttt{kernel/proc.c}. The detailed description of this macro can be found in the book on page 178-182. But in the actual kernel tree there is already no \texttt{CopyMess} macro. There are many similar difficulties which impede students from completing their home tasks. The reason for this is that open source codes are changing perpetually. Ultimately, this is compounded by the nature of the open source itself. If we want to teach based on open source programs, we need to face this problem.

According to the announcement on awards ceremony of \textit{The IT trainer of the year}¹ the sources of games \textit{110\% Summer Capital OSE}, or in Hungarian \textit{110\% Nyári Kapitális NYFK}, \textit{Soccer Game 4u OSE}, or in Hungarian \textit{Focijáték Neked NYFK} and \textit{Seventh Eye OSE}, or in Hungarian \textit{Hetedik Szem NYFK} have been opened by Eurosmobil. In this work we briefly present and analyse these games, with particular stress on opportunities for further developments. Then we briefly introduce the \textit{Footballer and Football Simulation Markup Language (Football(er) Simulation Markup Language or FerSML)}. It is based on experience gathered with the game \textit{Soccer Game 4u OSE}. Finally, we discuss in details the \textit{Socceral Force Applet 11 for FerSML}. It is a specific further development of the \textit{Soccer Game 4u OSE}.

Figure 1: Screenshots from the games of Jávácska One.

1.1. Previous Work

The open source games in question was presented at the conference ICAI 2010, the 8th International Conference on Applied Informatics. The games and plans for

¹The Hungarian Chief Information Officers’ Association: \url{http://www.mvisz.hu/angol/visz_dij.html}
introducing these into educational practice were presented in [6]. The open sourced games are released in three different places.

- The source codes in SourceForge (https://sourceforge.net/projects/javacska/) are the living codes which will be maintained continually.
- The source codes in the author’s homepage (http://www.inf.unideb.hu/~nbatfai/opensource/) will be changed infrequently.
- The source codes enclosed with the lecture book [7] never will be modified.

1.1.1. The Jávácska One Project
The open source mobile games in question are maintained within the framework of the project called Jávácska One. The project pages can be found at the mentioned URL https://sourceforge.net/projects/javacska/. Screenshots from the games of Jávácska One are shown in Figure 1.

1.1.2. The FerSML Project
The FerSML project is a European football specific further development of the Soccer Game 4u OSE mobile game. The FerSML language itself is a new XML language designed to describe the players, coach and the game flow. The idea of FerSML was introduced in [8]. The results of the work we have made until recently in this project are presented in [9].

1.2. Related work
There is already a fast growing literature on the mobile game-based learning. Papers [11], [12], [14], [15] and [16] made have concentrated on this topic. For example, the Project mGBL [13] is closely related to our work. In the sense that the games of this wide project are also released in open source at SourceForge.net.

The connection between mathematics and sports has comparably large literature. In the case of European football to mention but a few examples: [17], [18].

2. Our Games in the Education
The open sourced games are successfully used in our own courses such as Operating systems or Mobile programming. Typically, the task of BSc Software Engineering students is to further develop the games and the task of porting the games to Google’s Android platform is selected by BSc System Engineering students. We have developed a lecture notes book that helps them solving these tasks. At the present time, in the framework of a project TAMOP granted by the Hungarian National Office for Research and Technology, we have already finished the work on a lecture notes book to ensure that education could use our open source games successfully. The opportunities for further developments are also detailed in that
book. It will be available as soon as possible in the Kempelen Farkas Student Digital Library at http://www.tankonyvtar.hu/.

3. The Further Development of Our Open Source Games

We are working on several further developments of the open source mobile games. For example, our plan for a novel community portal is based on the mental fingerprints of consciousness introduced by the game Seventh Eye OSE. Now, we discuss a European football specific project called Football(er) Simulation Markup Language.

3.1. Football(er) Simulation Markup Language

The main purpose of the project FerSML is to create an expert system for decision making in European football. The initial development of the simulation environment is supported by applets contain our soccer simulation.

Figure 2: A screenshot of the Socceral Force Applet 11 for FerSML.
3.1.1. Socceral Force Applet 11 for FerSML

The Automated Soccer Applet for FerSML (ASA) was already mentioned in [6] as a further development of the mobile soccer game. This precursor applet and the Socceral Force Applet for FerSML (SFA) were introduced in [9]. Figure 5 shows the class diagram of the ASA and a screenshot from the newest release of the simulation.
applets is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 5: Class diagram of the Automated Soccer Applet for FerSML.

The main novelty of Automated Soccer Applet 11 for FerSML (SFA-11) concerns the number of players. It has already contained 11 footballers in a team. This seems simple, however it is a fundamental modification of the simulator, because it implies the changing of the playing systems. The using of ten player was a legacy of the mobile gaming environment. The bulk of the improved code can be found in source FootballMatch.java (see the Figure 5). The actual version knows four formations these are the following 4-4-2, 4-3-3, 4-3-2-1 and 3-4-3. The former two are shown in Figure 3 and 4.

4. Conclusion and further work

It is not enough just to open the sources of games, but to maintain the sources as well. At our university, we have created a developer community, called Debrecen Developer Network (DDN, [6]) in order that the education could use the games in question successfully. Mainly, the members of DDN are going to maintain the source codes and resources of these games.
The further developments of the games such as the FerSML or SFA-11 are maintained in SourceForge (at https://sourceforge.net/projects/footballerml/) that would be of wide international interest to these projects.
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